The 3-Finger Technique in Establishing Percutaneous Renal Access: A New and Simple Method for Junior Trainees
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Urology trainees (residents) may lack experience in gaining renal access during percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL). Establishing the correct depth of initial percutaneous needle insertion is one of the major obstacles. As such, we have identified an easy technique, which can be performed, to establish correct depth adjustment allowing easier access.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: An initial attempt is made to insert the percutaneous needle into the desired posterior calyx in the antero-posterior (AP) plane. If the needle does not traverse into the desired calyx immediately, it is concluded that the needle track must be too shallow or too deep. The C-arm is then rotated 20 to 30 degrees from the vertical, in the axial plane, towards the operating surgeon and, using the image intensifier, very careful note is made of the end of the needle in this plane, compared with the end of the needle initially in the AP plane, to see if it has moved “medially” or “laterally.” The 3-finger technique is then performed by the surgeon, to establish if the needle path is too deep or too shallow. This technique is currently being performed by trainees under direct consultant supervision with 13 successful cases so far.

RESULTS: The 3-finger technique has been successfully used to demonstrate and teach PCNL access to urology trainees. In all 13 cases, percutaneous renal access was achieved successfully by trainees without immediate or late complications. Also, positive and encouraging feedbacks were received from those trainees, and all expressed willingness to continue using the same new technique in the future.

CONCLUSIONS: Our new technique is cheap, safe, easy to learn and use, and of particular benefit to junior trainees who are beginning to perform PCNL access. (J Surg 69:550-553. © 2012 Association of Program Directors in Surgery. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.)
then performed by the surgeon, to establish if the needle path is too deep or too shallow.

In Figure 1, three needle paths on the image intensifier are shown in the AP plane (Figure 1a) and then in the 20 to 30 degrees from the vertical plane (Figure 1b). In the AP plane, all needle paths appear to be in the desired calyx, but, as can be verified in Figures 2 and 3, it is only the green tipped needle that is at the correct depth, whereas the red-tip is too shallow and the blue-tip is too deep. The 3-finger technique is then performed by the surgeon using his/her ring, middle and index fingers, to establish if the needle path is too deep or too shallow, as is demonstrated in Figure 4.

In Figure 4a, the surgeon is viewing the 3 fingers in the AP direction, exactly simulating the view of the C-arm in the AP plane. It can be seen that the green tipped finger (middle finger) is simulating a needle tip, which is at the correct depth, whereas the red finger tip (index finger) is too shallow and the blue finger tip (ring finger) is too deep. The surgeon then rotates his/her view 20 to 30 degrees from the vertical, in the axial plane, and views the 3 fingers again (Figure 4b). If the initial path is too
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**FIGURE 1.** C-arm images in AP plane (a, the direction and tips of all 3 access needles appear to be exactly on to the stone in AP plane) and in 20–30 degrees from the vertical plane (b, the tip of the needle which is too superficial, red, appears to move “medially” and the needle which is too deep, blue, appears to move “laterally” in this plane. While, the tip of the needle representing access which is at correct depth, green, does not move at all).
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**FIGURE 2.** Left PCNL access in AP plane.
shallow (red finger tip), the end of the needle moves medially (Figure 4b), and the next pass should then be performed in a deeper plane. If the initial path is too deep (blue), the end of the needle is seen to move laterally (Figure 4b), and the next pass should then be performed in a shallower plane.

This technique is currently being performed by trainees under direct consultant supervision with 13 successful cases so far. After each case, trainees were asked to provide feedback about their experience.

**RESULTS**

The 3-finger technique has been successfully used to demonstrate and teach PCNL access to urology trainees. In all 13 cases, percutaneous renal access was achieved successfully by trainees without immediate or late complications. Also, positive and encouraging feedbacks were received from those trainees and all expressed willingness to continue using the same new technique on a regular basis.
DISCUSSION

The ability to secure a safe and precise percutaneous access is an essential step in performing PCNL, and many techniques to establish renal access have been described in the literature. Ultrasound is suggested as a rapid, accurate, and safe method to establish antegrade renal access before PCNL. However, the use of ultrasonography for this purpose needs expertise that many trainee urologists do not have readily available. The traditional use of biplanar fluoroscopy with a rotating C-arm to obtain percutaneous renal access in renal surgery is recommended in many published studies. The downside of using fluoroscopic X-ray guidance alone is the requirement of multiple punctures and prolonged operative duration and radiological exposure, especially early in careers of junior trainees. Since 1995, manually positioned and fully automated robots were introduced to assist in providing renal access for PCNL procedure; however, the size and complexity precluded their use in routine clinical practice. Recently, a new technique using a portable mechanical gantry with a needle guiding device, C-arm fluoroscopy, and a laptop computer containing the software and graphic user interface for selecting the targeted calyx has been established. Although the last technique is portable, light-weight, and simple to set up and operate, providing accuracy in gaining calyeal access, the cost of manufacturing the gantry and needle positioning mechanism is approximately US$1500 and, most importantly, it was tested on synthetic and animal models only. The 3-finger technique described in this paper reduces reliance on fluoroscopic screening with no radiation to surgeon’s fingers and it is easy to understand and practice. Also, it allows the operating surgeon a short period of focus during potentially stressful time, while he/she evaluates his/her 3 fingers. Importantly, it must be noted that there are a few limitations to the 3-finger technique, including its inapplicability in cases of horseshoe and pelvic kidney. Finally, it is important to clarify the distinction of using this method in the “triangulation technique” for fluoroscopic access, but not the “bull’s eye” technique.

CONCLUSIONS

We have identified an easy technique that can be performed, in gaining percutaneous renal access, to establish correct depth adjustment of the needle, allowing easier access. Our technique is cheap, safe, easy to learn and use, and of particular benefit to junior trainees who are beginning to perform PCNL access.
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